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Abstract—With the increasing requirement of the society for the ability of the talents, the cultivation mode of the autonomous learning ability is crucial in improving the student's independence and innovation. Mechanical courses are the most important basic courses of engineering colleges. As the rapid development of information technology, traditional teaching mode has lost the attraction for young college students. Therefore, an innovative change is desired in mechanical teaching area in the colleges to adapt to the trend of social development. This paper mainly aims to make a systematic study of multi-teaching methods and autonomous learning methods in mechanical courses. The research includes techniques and methods of teaching, teaching students in accordance with their aptitude, the reform of assessment methods, and other aspects. It's very important for satisfying the needs of individualized learning and facilitating efficient autonomous learning. Multi-teaching methods have been adopted in the experimental class. The results indicated that student's interest in learning mechanical courses and teaching quality has been improved, and the students showed a high degree of satisfaction with the course.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mechanical courses are the most importance basic courses for the engineering colleges, which play an important role in cultivating student's engineering design ability. The course contents involve not only more theoretical knowledge, but also a lot of practical engineering design experience and methods. It is difficult for students to grasp the main points of knowledge using the traditional lecture form. From our teaching effect in recent years, failure rate in the exam is as high as 40% or so. For the students and teachers, the traditional teaching model is being shocked and challenged at the same time. Curriculum reform has been a major challenge for the teachers and colleges especially in the recent years. Therefore, there are many teachers for the teaching methods of the courses to have carried out a wide range of research work[1-5]. Based on the research results of other teachers and my experience in the teaching of mechanical basic courses for many years, the mechanical curriculum reform would be discussed from the following aspects, to improve the teaching quality. The ongoing reform of the high education system places high demands on the training of professionals and encourages the searching for new ways to improve the educational process in the university. Especially, the involvement of students is critical for effective classroom learning. The current curriculum reform in college education calls for the student’s autonomous learning ability, which is also fitting in with the demand of the time. Therefore, to develop student's ability to learn actively rather than passively has been the focal point of teaching practice today. Some methods in mechanical courses are introduced specifically in this paper.

II. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The rapid development of information technology has brought immeasurable reform prospects to the field of education. Information technology has become a focus of attention in the university education field. It would shape and accelerate the development of educational informatization. With the rapid popularity of intelligence mobile phone and tablet PC and other mobile terminals, information technology also powerfully supports the mobile learning, blended learning, autonomous learning and ubiquitous learning. Many informational instructional means such as MOOCs (Massive Open Online Course), microlecture, micro-blog, QQ and micro-tas, etc. gradually meet the requirements of student's autonomous learning. MOOCs refers to the large-scale network open class, it has a large number of free high-quality curriculum resources. Microlecture refers to the informatization instruction design meticulously, in the form of streaming media showing around certain knowledge or teaching conducting short. MOOCs and microlecture are filmed and uploaded to the network platform. It is convenient for teachers to complete teaching activities that promote the learner’s autonomous learning to get the best effect. The teachers and students can freely and timely communicate and interact with each other using micro-blog and mobile QQ platform. Micro tutor is classroom interaction tool based on WeChat. The teacher can ask the students to participate in the classroom teaching activities designed by themselves. Furthermore, the teacher can evaluate the teaching effect in real time using micro tutor.
A. MOOCs and Microlecture

In order to apply the informational instructional means described above to mechanical courses successfully, construct new teaching and learning strategies and teaching model, we had recommended some high quality curriculum resources and MOOCs companys to students. It is an effective way to cultivate student's autonomous learning ability in the mechanical course. The microlecture is a short recorded audio or video presentation on a single, tightly defined topic[6]. It is another effective way to stimulate student's enthusiasm and guide the students to play subjective initiative. Making microlectures are the process of micro research. We should study the course content systematically and deeply, and find problems in the practical teaching, analyze problems, solve problems. Finally, we make the process into microlectures, simple and practical. The essence of course (including key points, important points, funny parts and error-prone part, etc) could be present in micro video. It would lead students into a knowledge hall, and make them study autonomously the course with depth and integrity. For example, the specific key points of the mechanical courses (the mechanism degree of freedom calculation, force analysis of helical gear, calculation of gear ratio of planetary gear trains, stress analysis for the rolling bearing, etc.) have been made into microlectures. The microlectures were about 10-15 minutes long and effective video or audio, and support online play, they are easy to learn and understand. Students have downloaded one after another when the microlectures uploaded to the network platform. Though the microlecture above could be short, refined, powerful, academic, accessible, but could catch student’s eyes and inspire or motivate student’s further learning, furthermore, it's worth watching again. The microlectures are suitable for students to learn by themselves because each microlecture is about one knowledge point or one single topic. Consequently, we would realize the promotion of college student’s autonomous learning.

B. Microblog and Mobile QQ platform

MOOCs and microlecture lacked of timely communication between teachers and students. Teaching process is not only the process of imparting knowledge, but also the process of emotional communication[7]. Learning through MOOCs and microlecture individually always ignored the connection between teachers and students emotionally[8-10]. In order to overcome the problem of poor communication, we could freely and timely communicate with students via micro-blog and mobile QQ platform in the learning process, so as to enhance the emotional connection between teachers and students.

C. Micro Tutor

The above mentioned learning atmosphere cannot compare with learning in an actual class, more or less lower the efficiency of learning. It seems quite difficult to accelerate each other between teaching and learning[9]. The teaching system of micro tutor has been adopted to provide online questions, see question, view answer and classroom attendance services, etc in our class. Micro tutor has helped us to fully evaluate the learning process and the learning effect of the students, each student's participation in teaching activities is objectively recorded, data showed that who is the most active and most devoted students in the classroom. It can bring teachers "sense of control", bring students "sense of participation", and bring education managers "sense of security".

We admire deeply information technology to help students carry out autonomous, cooperative and inquiry learning focusing on teacher’s role as a tutor and student’s role as a partner in their knowledge internalization. However, MOOCs and microlecture lacked of integrity in knowledge transfer process. Each knowledge point could be only a individual micro unit. A whole learning system was cut into pieces. It is keeping pace with the fragments of learning but ruining systematization of learning. Students could make use of this micro contact to build knowledge framework on their own and teachers could develop their major.

III. UNIT TEACHING

Mechanical courses are basic course, there are more than ten teachers to the courses. Teacher plays a crucial role in the process of student's autonomous learning. Many innovative instructional methods have been developed to improve teaching efficiency, in which unit teaching was first used in the mechanical courses teaching. According to the professional characteristics of each teacher, one or two units of the course are chosen to teach all the students , thus, the teacher will have enough energy to make full preparation for the selected units, the quality of teaching will naturally be improved. All students enjoy a balanced teaching resources, moreover, teachers focus on teaching time, thus, the teachers would have more time to do teaching reform and research projects. Therefore, unit teaching is not only beneficial to resource optimization, but also conducive to the comprehensive development of teachers.

Confronted with the application of information technology in college education, what we emphasize is student-centered concept and embodying human being’s key role.

IV. AUTONOMY LECTURES

In the traditional teaching mode, the main form is students listening to the teacher’s lecture; students are in an extremely passive position during the whole process of higher education. This situation often leads to low learning efficiency. In order to attract student’s interest to learn, culture student’s study enthusiasm and initiative and improve mechanical courses teaching quality, we should change the traditional teaching mode; make students become the center of teaching. According to the professional characteristics of the students, some funny parts of mechanical courses, knowledge points which are not so important have been selected for student to teach themselves, our teachers in the classroom give appropriate guidance. The content of knowledge is not limited within the scope of a textbook. Therefore, it greatly expands the learning content. The data collected by the students was comprehensive and novel. Thus, their ability of collecting data, organizing class and solving problem will be developed in a considerable degree, so as to create stronger learning motivation. The result showed that involvement of students was critical for effective classroom learning. Autonomy lectures is useful to improve the student’s interest in autonomous learning, it can achieve a
multiplier effect. Students are very recognized in this way, the enthusiasm and love for the course has been greatly improved.

V. EXAMINATION MODE

The final exam scores are no longer the standard for student's ability to be fully considered. We pay more attention to the process evaluation system of students and the usual assessment efforts. In the assessment method, the usual assessment efforts is greatly increased, accounting for 50% of the final assessment. The usual evaluation include classroom tests, class discussion, literature searching and model making, etc. In the course of teaching, the main knowledge points such as drawing of kinematic sketch of mechanism concerning the eccentric piston pump have been tested in the class. Such approaches as case studies, hot issues discussion and other forms of knowledge, etc. could be used to enhance students understanding and enable them to grasp the key points as soon as possible. The data related to the machine at home and abroad was indexed and downloaded from the database(CNKI or EI etc.), so that the students can not only learn how to use the digital library, but also how to study the mechanical knowledge. According to the observation and analysis of common mechanisms and machines in daily life, let the students make physical model, which often induce student's innovative thinking. Some physical models were made by the students, as shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Some physical models of students](image)

The final examination scores accounted for 50% of the final assessment. The final examination paper is from the student and the teacher. The class is organized in groups of ten students in order to fulfill a set of examination paper cooperatively, which cultivated the spirit of team, cooperation and good interpersonal ability. The 50% exam questions of the final examination paper are selected from the students. This can not only achieve the consolidation of knowledge but also improve greatly student's learning enthusiasm.

VI. TEST

To validate the effect of mechanical curriculum reform, multi-teaching methods were applied in the experimental class, the traditional teaching method was adopted in the regular class. It took two years or so for investigating and visiting to decide whether the teaching methods can realize promotion of college student’s autonomous learning. Several evaluation indexes (such as attendance, literature retrieval capability, listening rate, autonomous learning, and examination pass rate) were studied respectively. The test results of different courses in regular class and experimental class are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curriculum</th>
<th>Mechanical Principle</th>
<th>Mechanical Designing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class(Unit: person)</td>
<td>Regular class(420)</td>
<td>Experimental class(120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attendance</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature retrieval capability</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>listening rate</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autonomous learning</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examination pass rate</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is observed that autonomous learning ability in experimental class greatly improved, only about 3 over ten of the students tend to autonomous learning in the regular class. Other evaluating indicator including attendance, literature retrieval capability, listening rate and examination pass rate have improved to deferent degrees.

VII. CONCLUSION

Modern society is a learning society, knowledge updated very quickly; the traditional teaching mode is difficult to meet the student’s growing demand. It is shown that, with the help of information technology, the teaching quality of basic courses in mechanical speciality was greatly advanced. In consequence, fused multi-teaching methods discussed in this paper and traditional teaching mode complement each other. It is helpful to stimulate student’s interest in actively learning the knowledge of professional machinery, and cultivate student’s ability of learning and thinking.
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